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Go Raibh Maith Agat  
Like the Oscars, before the music starts, thank you to: 

Bob Chandler University of Central Florida 

David Duffy ESRI Economic and Social Research Institute 

Ciara Comerford – PA to CEO IDA IRELAND Indl Development  

Aoife Keane – IBEC Business and Employers Confederation 

Karl Whelan - Prof Economics Univ College Dublin 

Susan Clarke – Long suffering wife of an idealist cataloguing 

Ireland's loss of integrity, leadership, values & sovereignty 

George & Stephen – EBEN Ireland co-Directors 

Mary Robinson & Mary McAleese – Presidents ; Courageous 

leadership with high integrity 

Ireland's new leaders – primacy of national interest, stronger  

leadership, greater integrity, better communication – promising 

start;  more required allied to indomitable courage and vision 



Ireland and USA  
Oscar Wilde Irish playwright, poet and wit (1854-1900)  

Of course America had often been discovered before 

Columbas, but it had always been hushed up. Personal 

Impressions of America (1883) 

Perhaps, after all, America has never been discovered ... I 

myself would say that it had merely been detected.  The 

picture of Dorian Gray (1891) 

All Americans lecture, I believe. I suppose it is something in 

their climate.   A woman of no importance  Act2  

In America the President reigns for four years, and 

Journalism governs for ever and ever.  The Soul of Man 

under Socialism (1895) 



Truth and Transparency  
Oscar Wilde Irish playwright, poet and wit (1854-1900)  

If one tells the truth, one is sure, sooner or later, to be found out 

Oscar Wilde The Chameleon (December 1894) 

The truth is rarely pure and never simple. Modern life would be 

very tedious it it were either  Oscar Wilde The Importance, of Being 

Earnest Act1 (1895) 

It is perfectly monstrous the way people go about nowadays, saying 

things against one behind one's back that are absolutely true 

Oscar Wilde The Picture of Dorian Gray Ch15 (1891) later A Woman 

of No Importance, Act1 (1893) 

I don't mind what the opposition say of me, so long as they don't tell 

the truth about me; but but when they descend to telling the truth 

about me, I consider that is taking an unfair advantage Mark 

Twain,  (1835-1910) Speech Hartford Connecticut 26 October 1880 



Limits to transparency? 
Robert Louis Stevenson 

To tell the truth, rightly understood 

Is not just to state the true facts 

But to convey a true impression 

 

 



Ireland's Crisis  

Not a tragic accident : a man-made crisis 

Not fully avoidable – global trigger but local errors   

Trauma – economic; unmanaged yet almost 'invisible' 

 

Could have been minimised and less traumatic 

Post traumatic stress has affected many... 

Wasn't managed or led or planned or communicated 

 



Abraham Lincoln 

Human Nature 

Human action can be modified to some extent 

But human nature cannot be changed 

 

Lessons to be learned – and shared – and not repeated? 

Economic Crises … 1929 & 1930s ... how many times 

repeated since? 

Do we ever learn? Ireland back to 1980s 

Fortunately country in stronger position to recover 

IDA Ireland and Foreign Direct Investment 

 

 



Future is brighter 

New Financial Regulator Matthew Elderfield 

Englishman; much stronger; flexed muscles already 

 

New Government led by Enda Kenny who has said in 

parliament: 

“Honesty isn't the best policy. It is the only policy” 

“Ireland needs a restoration of values” 

 

 









Presidents  
Ireland led by 2 superb Presidents as Head of State since 2000 

– Mary Robinson & Mary McAleese – 7 and 14 years 

Law Professors, Human Rights campaigners, Courage to 

speak up about injustices...PEOPLE FIRST 

Robinson UN High Commissioner Human Rights, Elders with 

Mandela, Tutu...Climate Change... 

McAleese new challenges; husband Martin (now Senator) key 

'behind scenes role' in Northern Ireland Peace Process 

with Bill & Hilary Clinton, George Mitchell...Tony Blair & 

Bertie Ahern built on foundations laid over 20 years of 

diplomacy 

Ahern – N Ireland – right place right time; Economy great 

timing with Cicero's 'unlimited money' but opportunity 

squandered due to lack of vision et al 

Presidential Election campaign hugely affected by Twitter 

during live TV debate all candidates in final week!  

 

 



Michael D Higgins 11/11/11 
Highest calibre candidate elected – academic / politician / 

human rights / culture 

Inauguration Speech Dublin Castle:  

Challenges... we face together, in closing a chapter that 

has left us fragile as an economy, but most of all 

wounded as a society, with unacceptable levels of 

unemployment, mortgage insecurity, collapsing 

property values and many broken expectations.  

During my campaign for the Presidency, I encountered 

that pain particularly among the most vulnerable of 

our people. However, I also recognise the will of all 

of our people to move beyond anger, frustration or 

cynicism and to draw on our shared strengths. 

 



Michael D Higgins 11/11/11 
To close the chapter on that which has failed, that which was not the 

best version of ourselves as a people, and open a new chapter 

based on a different version of our Irishness - 

 will require a transition in our political thinking, in our view of the 

public world, in our institutions, and, most difficult of all, in our 

consciousness. 

In making that transformation, it is necessary to move past the 

assumptions which have failed us and to work together for such a 

different set of values as will enable us to build a sustainable 

social economy and a society which is profoundly ethical and 

inclusive.  

A society and a state which will restore trust and confidence at home 

and act as a worthy symbol of Irishness abroad, inviting 

relationships of respect and co-operation across the world. 



 Presidency Seminars… 
Presidency Seminars which may reflect and explore themes 

important to our shared life yet separate and wider than legislative 

demand, themes such as the restoration of trust in our 

institutions, the ethical connection between our economy and 

society, the future of a Europe built on peace, social solidarity and 

sustainability. 

The first of these seminars will focus on being young in Ireland. It will 

address issues of participation, education, employment, 

emigration and mental health. I hope also that the seminars during 

the next seven years might encompass consideration of global 

issues, stressing the importance of the ethical connection 

between politics, economy, development and society. 



Ireland's Crisis  

State the facts.  

Leave interpretation to you from your combined crisis 

management and communications experiences 

 

Question: Please look out for evidence of: 

Leadership 

Integrity 

Communication 

Vision 



Ireland by the Numbers 

IBEC VIDEO 



Ireland by the Numbers 

IBEC VIDEO 
Did you know that Ireland is home to 8 of the top 10 

global technology companies 

 and 15 of the top 25 medical devices firms? 

 We produce enough beef each year to feed 30 million 

Europeans 

1 out of every 5 burgers served in McDonalds in 

Europe is Irish beef 

 



Ireland means business for the world 

960 foreign companies 

- employing 138,000 workers 

- cutting edge 

- technology 

- research 

- IT hardware and 

- software 

- pharmaceuticals 

- medical devices 

 



Ireland means business for the world 

For every 100 jobs created in life sciences 

manufacturing, an additional 100 jobs are created in 

supporting services. 

6.9 bn in exports of medical devices 

2nd largest exporter of medical devices in Europe after 

Germany 

And one Sligo-based medical devices firm makes 

enough tubing to circle the globe. 

Every year. 

Twice. 

 



Ireland means business for the world 

Exports like these will lead Ireland back to growth. 

In fact, Irish companies own more stock invesments 

overseas (ODI) than foreign 

companies make into Ireland. ( 189.7bn v 169.3bn) 

Which shouldn't really surprise you. 

 

 

 



But here are some other things that might: 

Half of the world's fleet of leased aircraft is managed 

from Ireland. 

We employ 16,000 people in forest products, and the 

sector produces 1.9 bn for the economy. 

Ireland is the largest provide of cross-border life 

insurance in the EU with 16.4bn in premiums in 

2009 

1.4 TRILLION euro in funds are administered from 

Ireland 

 

 



And we are competitive: 

4th for labour productivity 

3rd for flexibility and adaptability of people 

3rd for being open to new ideas 

1st for real corporate taxes 

1st for financial skills 

1st for availability of skilled labour 

So we re not kidding when we say Ireland means 

business. 

You should say it too. 

 

 



Crisis? What Crisis? 



Who is investing? – Key Sectors 



New Names 2011 



Expansions 2011 



Research Development & Innovation 2011 

Significant Govt Support & Tax Benefits 



Crisis? What Crisis? 

Many great businesses and business 

people – international and indigenous 

Ireland a great place to do business 

If the business people had been permitted 

to run the country's economy on sound 

commercial lines, picture would be VERY 

different 

Property crash was VERY PREDICTABLE 

Driving down a cul-de-sac, accelerate 

harder or u-turn? 



1988 

 From 'Poverty'… 



The Celtic 
Tiger 
 
 
 

Europe‟s 
shining light 
The Economist 

MAY 1997 

1988 1997 

..to Shining Light in a decade 



 The Luck of the Irish? 

2004 



More than luck... 

Leadership, Integrity, Communication, Vision 

Above all – COURAGE 

Almost a century of 'independence' yet much 
unchanged - many long standing status quos or 
sacred cows throughout society 

Steady start and progress evident: 

Economic  

Legal system (Solicitor as Justice Minister) 

Limiting time on unemployment benefit (Accountant) 

Church-State reinvention – tough policy;  strengthen 
relationship as trust in hierarchy lost 

Whistleblowing legislation 

 



Propinquity or Progress? 

Propinquity or Progress? Integrity in Post Celtic 

Tiger Ireland – A Leadership Challenge 

or 

How Low Integrity and Lack of Leadership led to 

Ireland‟s Problems and How High Integrity and 

Strong Leadership is Required to Restore Trust and 

Financial Stability 

Presented initially at IESE 'Business Ethics and 

Society' Conference Barcelona May 2010 

 



Irish Characteristics  

 Beyond Luck 
 

Perhaps this relatively newly-industrialised country could 

consider some of the strengths of its rural heritage 

 A solution embodying the Irish “spirit of the meitheal” 

whereby neighbouring farmers helped out with each 

others harvesting could be a suggestion from this little 

country for the wider globe, embodying some of the 

best aspects of human nature including giving, sharing 

and genuine teamwork 

 A return to the pre-Celtic Tiger notion of “ni neart go cur le 

cheile” or we are not strong until we work together – 

could be one of the most salutary lessons arising from 

the aftermath of Ireland’s period of excess 

 



Three Reports 

Two separate reports into economic and banking crisis 
published June 9th 2010 

1. Newly appointed Central Bank governor Patrick 
Honohan - banking professor 

2. International banking experts Max Watson, ex 
IMF and Klaus Reglin, German economist 

3. Commission of Investigation led by Peter Nyberg 
former director general for financial services at 
Finland‟s ministry of finance; strong role managing 
Finland‟s banking crisis of early 1990s. Reported 
April 2011 

 



Regling/Watson Report June 2010 

 • While global and domestic factors interacted in mutually reinforcing 

ways, it is feasible to disentangle the main homemade elements in the 

debacle 

• Fiscal policy heightened the vulnerability of the economy 

• Bank governance and risk management were weak – in some cases 

disastrously so 

• The systemic impact of the governance issues crystallised 

dramatically with the Government statements that accompanied the 

nationalisation of Anglo Irish Bank 

• Ireland‟s banking exuberance indulged in few of the exotic 

constructs that caused problems elsewhere 

• This was a plain vanilla property bubble 

• Compounded by exceptional concentrations of lending for purposes 

related to property – and notably commercial property 

 



Regling/Watson Report June 2010 

 • Official policies and bank governance failings seriously 

exacerbated Ireland‟s credit and property boom and depleted its 

fiscal and banking buffers when the crisis struck 

• Significant factors contributing to unsustainable structure of 

spending in Irish economy 

– Government„s procyclical fiscal policy stance 

– Budgetary measures aimed at boosting construction sector 

– Relaxed approach to growing reliance on construction-related 

and other insecure sources of tax revenue  

• Prima facie evidence of  comprehensive failure of bank 

management and direction to maintain safe and sound banking 

practices,  

• Instead incurring huge external liabilities in order to support a 

credit-fuelled property market and construction frenzy 

 

 



Honohan  Report June 2010 

 New Central Bank governor Patrick Honohan on 
regulatory regime, govt policy & bank management 

• Clear that major failure in terms of bank regulation and 
maintenance of financial stability failure occurred 

• Failure of systemic nature rather than related to any one 
individual 

• Weaknesses of Irish banks not caused by interruption in flow 
of cheap money from abroad 

• Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society on 
road towards insolvency before collapse of Lehman Brothers 

• Blames macroeconomic and budgetary policies for 
contributing to economic overheating  

• Government relied to „unsustainable extent’ on construction 
sector and other transient sources for revenue 

 
 

 



Honohan  Report June 2010 

 
• Other than regulator, major responsibility lies with directors & 

senior managements of banks  

• "It may also be the case that auditors & accountants should have been 

more alert to weaknesses in the banks‟ lending and financial position” 

• Regulator relied excessively on a regulatory philosophy 

‘emphasising process over outcomes’ 

• Only small number of staff within Finl Regulator directly involved 

in prudential supervision of credit institutions – no more than two per 

major firm 

• Central Bank and regulator had an „unduly deferential approach to 

the banking industry’ 

• ntrusive demands from regulator staff could be and were set aside 

after direct representations made to senior regulators 

• Central Bank expectation of a ‘soft landing’ in property market 

was a ‘triumph of hope over reality’ 



Honohan  Report June 2010 

 
• Banks did not have „reliable models, tested and calibrated on Irish data, 

which could credibly predict loan losses under varying scenarios’ 

• „Banks were naturally prone to over-optimism and even (later) denial‟  

• Sept 2008 bank guarantee culmination of intensive series of interagency 

meetings over previous month 

• Banking system faced collapse - extensive guarantee needed  

• Legislation to nationalise a troubled bank and/or building society had 

been in preparation for some time in September 2008 

• Prima facie evidence of comprehensive failure of bank management and 

direction to maintain safe and sound banking practices 

• Corrective regulatory intervention “delayed and timid”  

• Greater increase in capital requirements on risky loans implemented 

several years earlier would have made major difference 



Commission of Investigation 
• Regling and Watson - mainly macroeconomic causes of crisis 

• Honohan role of Central Bank, Financial Regulator & banks 

• Four subjects of Nyberg inquiry : 

1. Main causes of the ‘serious failures’ of the credit institutions 
covered by the guarantee scheme „to implement and adhere to 
appropriate standards and controls’ 

• Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide (INBS) business and 
lending practices resulting in those severe financial distress 

• Performance of external auditors especially Anglo & INBS 

• Main causes for failures in performance of statutory roles and 
responsibilities of Central Bank and Financial Services Authority of 

Ireland in relation to regulation and supervision of the six 
institutions and maintenance of financial stability, particularly 
corporate governance and risk management policies and practices 

 

 



Peter Nyberg 
• IMF mid-1980s then head financial services Finland‟s 

ministry of finance; PhD 

• Finland deep recession 1990  

– removal bank borrowing controls  

– excessive foreign borrowing 

– Nyberg advised at Bank of Finland board  

– responsibility for banking crisis resolution proposals.  

• 1997 research paper  

– recommended only „viable banks with fit and proper 
governance’ should be supported  

– bank support should be constrained „by the need to 
safeguard government creditworthiness’ 

– Nyberg has recommended creditors share substantial 
losses in bank failure 

 



Misjudging Risk: Causes of the 

systemic banking crisis in Ireland  
• Nyberg team six month investigation of banking crisis 

• Reported April 2011  

• 140 interviews 

• 200,000 bank records  

• Deeper investigation than two previous „scoping’ reports 

• Two areas not previously examined  

– role of external auditors - „silent observers’ in years 
leading to crisis 

– non-executive bank board members - out of the depth of 
their expertise 

 



Nyberg Report Summary 
1. Highly critical of banks, financial regulators and Department of Finance. 

2. Speed and severity of crisis exacerbated by global events, main reason 
for crisis „unhindered expansion of [Ireland's] property bubble financed 
by banks using wholesale market funding‟  

3. Lower credit standards, introduction of high-risk products &  access to 
credit on international money markets contributed to banking crisis 

4. Lax oversight by external watchdogs and move away from „time-
honoured prudential limits and procedures’ by financial institutions 

5. Bankers, borrowers and financial / civic guardians gripped by 
„groupthink’& herd instinct: property could only make everyone richer 

6. Responsibility for spectacular collapse in financial system lies with all 
institutions involved; stopped short of blaming any individuals 

7. „Herd mentality’ other banks copying riskier Anglo lending practices 

8. Unbelievable that intelligent banking professionals unaware of size of 
the risks they were taking  

9. Lack of critical debate across Irish society about the scale and 
sustainability of the economic growth and the property boom 



Property Market / Mania 
1. „National speculative mania’ 2003 to 2008 - „bandwagon effects‟ 

2. Belief: „unlimited real wealth from selling property to each other on credit‟  

3. General view property values would not fall contributed to growth in property 

lending and excessive risks taken by banks 

4. Led to "gradual adoption of lower credit standards" by some banks to sustain 

market share and profitability 

5. “Willingness of banks to accept higher risks by providing more and 

shockingly larger loans primarily for commercial property deals an important 

reason for the gradual increase in financial fragility‟ 

6. Mania created a consensus few professionals willing to challenge 

7. Traditional values, analysis and rules were lost 

8. During crisis participants had difficulty accepting their share of blame 

9. Without post Lehman 2008 liquidity crisis, property market expansion would 

have continued; crash could have been worse 



Responsibility 
1. Ireland as a country lost run of itself  

2. Obsessed with money made from sector many believed would, at worst, 

decline only modestly 

3. Nyberg blamed all sectors of Irish life  

• Property buyers and banks made bad decisions 

• Central Bank, Financial Regulator, Government and Politicians didn‟t understand 

or care about the risks  

• Had one of those parties shouted stop, country would not have found itself in 

depth of the crisis 

4. Because it was a study into a „systemic‟ crisis, not useful to name individuals 

and that it was his decision not to. 

5. “Extremely difficult" to blame one group or institution for banking crisis. Too 

many people to blame. Not one or two but hundreds of thousands of people 

 



Regulation 
1. Central Bank and Financial Regulator had powers to intervene in governance 

and lending issues that arose in banks over decade but failed to exercise them 

2. “Real problem not lack of powers but lack of scepticism and appetite to 
prosecute challenges” 

3. Then Head of Financial Regulator Patrick Neary chose to trust bank bosses to 
make proper and prudent decisions 

4. “Almost an element of Financial Regulator being „fobbed off‟ by banks that 
had particularly full confidence in the quality and sophistication of their 
models and systems” 

5. Regulatory authorities should have done more to dampen bank lending during 
the boom; criticised introduction of 100 per cent mortgages.  

6. Regulatory authorities should have capped amount of money lent by banks 

7. Both Financial Regulator and Central Bank either failed to detect or „seriously 
misjudged’ the risks associated with property boom 

8. Both aware of "macroeconomic risks" and risky bank behaviour but appear to 
have judged them “insufficiently alarming” to seek to restrain lending 



Regulation 
 

1. Had Department of Finance taken a “greater interest in financial market 
issues early on, preparations for dealing with financial crisis would have 
been more comprehensive” 

2. Department did not have the “requisite professional staff” to fulfil its 
mandate 

3. “Worries about developing financial situation” were expressed internally 
from “time to time”, never acted upon as view in Department that Central 
Bank and Financial Regulator responsible for stability in the sector 

4. Although Regulator detected numerous governance & process issues at INBS 
from 2003 to 2008, and before, it “remained hesitant to take effective action 
even when the engagement with INBS resulted in little material change” 

5. The “very significant risks” in INBS business model “had time to develop 
essentially undisturbed” 



International 
 

 

1. Crisis was underscored by Irish banks‟ access to cheap and 

abundant credit internationally, “owing to monetary policies in 

major countries” 

2. While international developments helped trigger crisis in 

Ireland, they did not cause it 

3. Origins were result of "domestic Irish decisions and actions, 

some of which were made more profitable or possible by 

international developments" 

 



Risk 
 

1. Banks “embraced a lending sales culture at the expense of 
prudence and risk management” 

2.  Risk management structures proved “largely ineffective” 

3. Neither borrowers nor banks understood risks they were taking, 
causing loans to expand rapidly 

4. "The willingness of banks to accept higher risks by providing 
more and shockingly larger loans primarily for commercial 
property deals was an important reason for the gradual 
increase in financial fragility in Ireland” 

 

 

 



Competition  

 

1. Willingness of banks to accept higher risks occurred following 

emergence of strong foreign and domestic competitors within 

both residential and commercial property lending markets 

2. "If so, the pressure for conformity in the banks has proven to be 

quite expensive" 

 

 

 

 



Products 

 

1. Introduction of potentially high-risk retail products were 
contributors to the crisis  

2. Examples  

• Tracker mortgages  

•  100 per cent mortgages for first-time buyers 

 

 

 

 

 



Bank Management / Interviews 
 

1. Many Irish banks increasingly led and managed by people with less practical 
experience of credit and risk management 

2. Governance at some banks fell short of best practice 

3. Management may not have been aware of early warning signs 

4. “Disaster myopia” within the banks – bankers and most others expected a 
soft landing in property market  

5. Little or no contingency planning for a “hard landing” or a crash. 

6. “It appears now, with hindsight, to be almost unbelievable that intelligent 
professionals in the banking sector appear not to have been aware of the size 
of the risks they were taking” 

7. Nyberg said bankers he met were in denial about scale of risks they had 
taken.  

8. Asked whether interviewees differed widely, he said that some were 
“devastated” by damage to their reputations and their financial losses 



Bank Management / Interviews  

1. Some still blamed Lehman Brothers and others for the crisis  

2. Majority of people interviewed indicated they saw no major problems 

except lack of liquidity until end 2007, at earliest, and autumn 2008, 

at latest 

3. Reasons given usually very similar, most prevalent being:  

1. property prices in Ireland had never decreased markedly  

2. everybody expected a “soft landing” at worst 

3. loan portfolios appeared sound 

4. property credits were diversified by country or county or class 

5. peer banks abroad did same thing and  

6. “nobody told them” there was a potential problem 

4. Nyberg was frustrated with some lawyers he had “stumbled over” in 

his inquiry when meeting with 140 interviewees 



Board Governance 
1. Too often a “collegiate and consensual style with little challenge or 

debate” on bank boards 

2. Banking & lending expertise of non-executive directors was 
“insufficient” 

3. Neither banks nor borrowers understood the risks involved 

4. Critical of bank governance structures 

5. “Some management information systems weak ; not provide managers 
and board meaningful or complete information” 

6. “In Anglo, some board members had significant shareholdings in the 
bank, indicating high trust in operations and growth goals of bank” 

7. Nyberg “widely assured” by bank management, non-executive 
directors and “others” that problems in loan books came as “complete 
surprise” to them 

8. Nyberg did not blame individual board members, but said because 
crisis happened on their watch, it was right that they should move on 

 



Challenges to Status Quo 
 

1. The “mania in the Irish property market” created a consensus that few 

professionals were willing to challenge 

2. The “substantial losses” from the crisis could have been avoided had advance 

warnings had been “available and recognised” 

3. There were indications that prudential concerns voiced in certain banks "may 

have been discouraged” 

4. Some “doubters” within the financial sector remained silent “in part to avoid 

possible sanctions” 

5. Contrarians within banking faced “sanctions, loss of independence, loss of 

job or loss of credibility” 

6. Some managers strict on credit and risk with the banks were replaced  



Challenges to Status Quo 

 

7. Asked further about the contrarians, Nyberg said that he had found “about a 
handful” – one at each “institution”, referring to either a bank or a State body 

8. A false consensus was created where contrarians and naysayers inside the 
banks and the authorities were forced to conform or were silenced by the 
unrelenting success of the property market 

9. “Much of the media enthusiastically supported households‟ preoccupation 
with property ownership” 

10. Nyberg critical of role played by banks‟ external auditors, described as“the 
silent observers” who  interpreted their role narrowly. 

“Audit Expectation Gap”: Auditors  tasks include confirming that the financial 
statements – the responsibility of the directors -  portray a true and fair view 
of a firm's 'state of affairs' and if in financial difficulty whether they can 
continue as a 'going concern'. 

 



Anglo, INBS & Impact on other Banks 

1) Corporate governance at Anglo and INBS fell short of best practice 

2) Risky lending policies served as  role model for other banks 

3) “ Herd mentality”  following rapid expansion of their loan books 

4) “Bank management and boards in other  banks feared, if they did not 

yield to pressure to be as profitable as Anglo, they would face loss of 

long-standing customers, declining bank value, potential takeover and 

a loss of professional respect.” 

5) "Anglo (lesser extent INBS)  important for  wider crisis because seen 

as highly-profitable institutions  -  to which other Irish banks should 

aspire" 

 

Responsibility 



Anglo, INBS & Impact on other Banks 

1) "As other banks tried to match Anglo profitability, their behaviour 

gradually, at times unintentionally, became similar. When crisis broke, large 

losses realised not only in Anglo and INBS but in other banks as well" 

2) Regulator raised minimum capital ratios for INBS and Anglo but “such 

remedies did not prove effective to ensure sufficiently greater prudence and 

accountability in either of the banks” 

3) At Anglo and INBS in particular, traditional risk evaluation procedures and 

risk mitigation measures were not implemented in practice 

4) Became dependent on wholesale funding as assets grew rapidly but 

customer deposits failed to expand enough 

5) Growth of Anglo and INBS as a result of "relationship banking"   important 

in terms of  resulting crisis 

Responsibility 



Anglo Irish Bank 

  

1. Anglo's procedures and processes existed on paper, but  in certain  

were not properly implemented or followed in practice 

2. “It appears that, at least in the latter years, only a handful of 

management was aware of all activities of the bank”  

3. “Some board members had significant shareholdings in the bank, 

which indicates that they had particularly full trust in its operations 

and growth goals” 

 

Responsibility 



INBS - Irish Nationwide Building Society 

1.  Nyberg extremely critical of governance at INBS. “The society lacked a 

number of formal functions usually considered necessary in banks and, in 

addition, documentation was substandard.” 

2. Operated without “checks and balances” normally considered necessary 

3. “Essential, independent functions either did not effectively exist or were 

seriously under-resourced” 

4. Credit management  was “unusual in many respects” 

5. Credit policies were applied “very flexibly”  

6. “No effective, independent credit risk management” 

7. Credit committee primarily comprised lenders who normally would have been 

challenged by such a committee 

8. Operated without head of commercial lending or chief risk officer 2003-2008  

9. Risk or credit functions that did exist were not independent as they reported to 

managing director 

Responsibility 



INBS - Irish Nationwide Building Society  

10.Failed to hire skilled & experienced staff  necessary to manage  

growing and more complex loans 

11. €5.5 bn non-Irish commercial loans handled by just two managers 

12.Management  assumed  focusing on a limited number of “traditionally 

good customers was in itself safe enough” 

13.Top 25 customers -  51% of commercial loans September 2008 

14.Commercial loan book  grown from €2 bn 2000 to €9.8 billion  2007 

15.Overarching driver of growth was demutualisation and its future sale 

16.Financial Regulator raised “significant concerns” regarding covering  

17.Rregulator detected numerous governance and process issues at INBS 

yet “remained hesitant to take effective action even when the 

engagement with INBS resulted in little material change” 

18.As a result, the “very significant risks” in  INBS business model “had 

time to develop essentially undisturbed” 

 

Responsibility 



INBS - Irish Nationwide Building Society 
 

19.INBS CEO  (Michael Fingleton)  given “extraordinary powers” by the 

Board; many staff reported directly to him 

20.Board had formally delegated its powers “for the practical, effective 

and efficient management, promotion and development of the bank to 

the managing director” 

21.“This delegation of powers was most unusual given its vague and 

general formulation. Indeed, it is not immediately apparent what limits 

to this empowerment were” 

22.INBS became more of “a venture capital financier” than a typical 

bank, as  involved in risky development lending;  typically took profits 

up to 50% in deals 

23.INBS Board only three non-executive directors most of 2003-2008 

24.Rotation was modest  

25.Directors had little practical banking experience 

Responsibility 



Government Guarantee 

  

1. Absence of sufficient information on underlying quality of loan books at the 

banks impacted on options considered by Government when decided to 

introduce bank guarantee 30th September 2008. 

2. Given  information provided at the time, Nyberg“understands” government 

decision to offer broad bank guarantee 

3. “If accurate information on banks‟ exposures had been available at the time 

it seems quite likely to the commission that a more limited guarantee 

combined with a state take-over of at least one bank might have been more 

seriously contemplate”  

4. Unfortunately no official minutes of meetings night Sept 29th 2008 

5. Nyberg not surprised at decision as agreed at frantic time;  as former public 

servant he had experience of such a scenario 

6. Govt based its decision on “deficient” information on  extent of  problems 

7. Had accurate information been available, likely more limited guarantee; State 

would have “more seriously contemplated” taking over at least one bank 

Responsibility 



 

Action / New Legislation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  New Minister for Finance Michael Noonan initially announced a Dáil 

(Parliamentary) debate on the report  

2. Six 'guaranteed' financial institutions asked to provide  “board renewal plan” 

to Finance Minister and National Treasury Management Agency 

3. Central Bank plans to examine bank directors‟ records in  run-up to  crisis;  if 

necessary, launch formal investigations to suspend or prohibit individuals from 

involvement with finance companies  

4. (New) Financial Regulator Matthew Elderfield wrote to bank boards to give 

directors  opportunity  to go through examination p rocess 

5. Minister for Finance said Government will, following constitutional change, 

seek to compel bankers to give evidence at a Parliamentary (Dáil) committee 

so public may hear directly from unidentified people Nyberg spoke to privately 

 

Responsibility 



Action / New Legislation 

 

 

 

1. Referendum to give Parliamentary  committees much stronger powers of 

investigation & ability to compel witnesses to appear; otherwise taxpayers  

unlikely to hear  main players.  (Referendum since held, poorly explained, 

scaremongering by lawyers and defeated) 

2. Minister received  final report from  Nyberg commission of investigation on 

March 22nd2010  and referred it to the Attorney General.  

3. On the advice of the Attorney General, Finance Minister Michael Noonan 

referred the Nyberg report into the banking crisis to 

– Garda (police) 

– Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement and 

– Director of Public Prosecutions 

First time a report on banking practices in all the guaranteed lenders has been 

submitted to the Garda, the DPP and the ODCE.  

 

 

Responsibility 



Nyberg Solutions 

 

 

  

 

 

Nyberg suggested measures that could prevent such a crisis occurring including:  

 

 - a “high and progressive minimum capital requirement” (set nationally) 

 - limiting “implicit government subsidies to certain bank activity clusters only 

 - limiting  size and growth of banks and  banking system in relation to 

economy 

 - raising the “potential default costs for investors in banks” 

Responsibility 



 

 

 

 

It Didn't Have to be Like This 



 

It Didn't Have to be Like This 

 

  

No-one in Ireland wanted events to transpire the way they have  

A ‘soft landing' was forecast with: 

 a gradually declining property market  

 no international credit crunch  

banks facing minor rather than major loan losses 

 buoyant tax revenues 

 gradually declining stock market 

 employment remaining high 

 migration not emigration 

government revenues sufficient to pay for  public sector without  borrowing  

 no-one facing bankruptcy, not even property developers and bankers. 

  If only. 

Responsibility 



 

It Didn't Have to be Like This 

 

But the mid-2010 Honahan Report on  regulatory regime, government policy and 

actions of bank management said  theCentral  Bank‟s expectation of a “soft 

landing” in  property market was a “triumph of hope over reality”.  

Yet this “triumph of hope over reality” wasn‟t confined to just the property 

bubble – the hope that development after development of properties would 

continue to sell even as prices rocketed and location from cities grew more 

and more distant.  

If only. 

Responsibility 



 

Triumph of hope over reality 

  

It also applied to  

government hope that revenue growth reliant on property taxes would 

miraculously be replaced by some other source when  property bubble burst; 

 hope that excessive increases in government spending (particularly top and 

middle management salaries) would equally miraculously be reversed when 

income fell;  

hope that international economic growth would save having to make spending 

cuts;  

hope that the migrants attracted to Ireland to work in construction and 

„hospitality‟ would find employment elsewhere;  

hope that the thousands of extra hotel rooms would remain occupied;  

hope that thousands of empty properties would find buyers while at the same  

the homeless sleeping out at night in the cities would find shelter; 

Responsibility 



 

Triumph of hope over reality 

  

It also applied to  

 hope that a government who had basked in the glory of the Celtic Tiger 

(which resulted from the decisions of their more visionary and courageous 

predecessors) 

who had sat on the fence and shied away from decisions for over a decade, 

would equally miraculously discover the courage and integrity to face the 

challenges;  

hope that somehow they would be inspired to put the national interest before 

re-election of the party and the interests of a minority.  

If only. 

Responsibility 



 

Home Grown Crisis 

 

 
 

There may have been a global crisis but many of the problems in Ireland were 

self-inflicted.  

Most notable were the BENCHMARKING related increases in public servants‟ 

pay and a large increase in public sector employees which was clearly going 

to create problems when national income inevitably fell. 

The 'benchmarking' with private sector pay was untransparent. 

Between 2002 and 2008 the public sector pay bill increased by 110%. Staff 

numbers increased by 29%. Average salary increased by  69%. And these are 

Dept of Finance figures from 2009. 

Whilst also receiving one of the world's best pensions.  

 If only. 

Responsibility 



 

Building and Borrowing 

 

Developers didn‟t have to continue being as ambitious and could have 

consolidated their gains.  

Instead they borrowed more and built more. And borrowed more and built 

more. 

If only. 

First time buyers felt if they didn't get 'on the property ladder' they would never 

be able to afford a home. So they borrowed a lot and bought a long way 

from work. Then  spent long hours commuting. 

And the politicians thought this was fabulous.  

This was 'success'. 

Even if homeowners needed larger homes, did they need to borrow to pay for 

foreign homes, holidays and lifestyle? 

 If only. 

Responsibility 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Bankers & Regulators 

Bankers & Regulators 

Bankers & Regulators 
 

Banks could have been more conservative and less competitive with each other. 

Had „the banks‟ stuck to their lending guidelines a decade earlier they may 

not have contributed to an extraordinary property price spiral and a boom 

which may never have gone out of control.  

If only. 

Regulators might have increased capital requirements to reign in excessive and 

imprudent lending and acted more independently with far sharper teeth. 

If only. 

Confidence may have remained sky high, depositors mightn‟t have run scared 

post Lehman Bros and the extraordinarily generous Bank Guarantee may just 

have been applied to depositors to prevent a 'run'. 

Not bonds too. 

If only.  

Responsibility 



 

Rich Man. Poor Man. 

  

Ireland‟s then wealthiest businessman Sean Quinn may not have decided to want 

to own Anglo Irish Bank. 

Or profit from its perpetual share price rise.  

Just borrow from it.  

'Contracts for Difference' have certainly  made a difference. 

The jobs of the five thousand employees in his various businesses would have 

been safer. 

He would still have his business empire.   

He used be worth €3bn.Now he is bankrupt. And still owes Anglo €3bn. 

His insurance company has been bought and Anglo own a bit of it. 

He used keep a low profile and be respected. Now he is in the news for the 

wrong reasons. His global assets are being relentlessly pursued.  

If only. 

 

Responsibility 



 

 

 

Rainy Day 

Rainy Day 

Rainy Day 

 

Temporary property tax revenues could have been put aside for the rainy day. 

Or spent on necessary infrastructure projects such as replacing Victorian 

waterworks and prefabricated school buildings. 

 If only. 

Responsibility 



 

 

The Favoured Few 

 

 
 

Politicians may have realised that the majority of the people who elected them 

were actually the more important. 

 Than the minority of the influential, the wealthy, the developers and the bankers 

with whom they wined, dined, golfed and associated with, most notably in a 

tent at the Galway Races.  

Maybe their subsequent decisions to bail out banks and save bankrupt developers 

from bankruptcy were not in fact influenced by prior intimacy with this 

previous elite.  

Maybe or maybe not. 

But the optics were all wrong. 

The impression of favours for the minority became very apparent. 

Did ego and pride replace integrity? While ordinary folk struggle. 

If only. 

Responsibility 



The Favoured Few 
 

Irrespective of the „influence‟ that the previously „influential‟ had over the 

governing politicians. 

It has been the previously wealthy minority who their subsequent actions have 

protected. 

 At the (substantial) expense of the majority. 

 Most of the „ordinary‟ Irish people never even really benefited from the Celtic 

Tiger  

But are now paying for the excesses of a tiny majority.  

If only. 

Responsibility 



 

 

 

Pensions 

Pensions 

Pensions 
 

Public sector pensions, top-ups and lump-sums on retirement mightn‟t have been 

so generous 

With private sector pensions based on contributions made  

Reliant on poorly performing investment markets 

Public sector pensions remain linked to final salary  

Inflation proofed  

Incredibly and extraordinarily public sector pensioners are informally entitled to 

the „pay‟ increases when the current employees receive their increase   

Although this informal link was broken when employees not pensioners were cut 

Pay may be one method employers use to incentivise the workers 

Ireland feels the need to incentivise its pensioners too. But just those who used 

work for The State.  Is this the USSR? More like Utopia 

Surely not an IMF assisted state? Austerity? 

Responsibility 



 

The Favoured Few 

  

Some public sector 'pay-cuts' were in fact just increased pension contributions 

which remain modest compared with the final rewards on offer. 

Contributions would need to be much greater to match the benefits. 

And pensions are paid from 'day to day' revenues. 

Proper 'benchmarking' would have allowed for this. 

Public officials are even still due 'incremental ' pay increases despite reported 

'austerity' measures   

Whilst many are unemployed or underemployed and facing genuine financial 

difficulty 

 And post-'austerity' government revenues still fall short of 'day to day' 

expenditure.  

If only.  

Responsibility 



 

The Favoured Few – Decision Makers? 

 

 
 

Far too many of the ingredients of the tough times resulted from poor decision 

making during the good times.  

A tad more integrity and common sense at the time from all involved – 

government, senior public servants, trade unions, developers, bankers, 

regulators, real estate agents, citizens-turned-property investors and others.  

If only. 

It hasn‟t just been poor decisions that led to the state Ireland is in now.  

Non-decisions have also contributed and are most closely associated with the last 

two national leaders 

Both previous finance ministers 

Under whom public spending increased and increased  

With poor financial control and many high-profile cost over-runs 

 If only. 

Responsibility 



 

Accountable and Responsible? 

Yet no-one has been held accountable or accepted responsibility. 

The „reward‟ for poor private sector performance, whether the fault of business 

owners or not, is business failure, indebtedness, unemployment and 

bankruptcy.  

In contrast the „reward‟ for poor public sector performance in Ireland invariably 

appears to be „early retirement on full pension‟.  

Far more instances of poor performance in senior public sector roles are never 

reported.  

A „cover-up culture‟ is evident. Non-disclosure appears more important than 

owning-up and making amends. 

Significant iInternal audit recommendations appear rarely actioned.  

Something needs to change. Soon. (Steps are beginning to be made). 

Only a State can spend much more than it earns. And borrow and borrow. The 

current European Crisis proves there is even a limit to this.  

Responsibility 



 

BONDS  

  

Speculative investments 

In high flying 

High returning 

Thus riskier banks 

At upper end of a property cycle 

And an obvious bubble 

 

Michael Lewis – Vanity Fair – Bondholders expected 50% haircuts 

YET REPAID IN FULL USING IRISH STATE FUNDS – Borrowed 

ECB not IMF; US Treasury Secretary Timothy Geitner 

RISK FREE ASSETS? Not the intention when ussued! 

Surely a behind the scenes deal whereby Irish State will be refunded  

Repaid for little country protecting European and US Banks  

 

Responsibility 



Fail to Plan – Plan to Fail 

 

Last decade little strategic planning or thought 

guiding evolution of the economy 

Attitude towards management of public finances 

was cavalier 

Once money was around it was spent 

Tax base decimated by ideological blindness and 

short-term thinking and political populism 

Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p149 



Economic Mismanagement 

Successive governments were prepared to ride 

the construction boom for all it was worth and 

Grow the public sector as if it were the highest 

value added sector in the economy... 

Management of Irish economy deeply flawed 

lacking disciplines required for small open 

economy in a monetary union... 

Apparent prosperity and bling evident over last 

decade driven by incredibly high levels of 

personal debt 

Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p149/150/163 



Economic Mismanagement 

Extremely critical of manner Irish economy 

managed or not managed between 1997 and 

2008...undoubtedly created many problems 

Manner in which public spending allowed 

escalate out of control, failure to ensure value 

for money, inordinate dependence on 

construction sector, failure to regulate banking 

system and pursuance of policies which raised 

cost of living all contributed to eventual ending 

of the Irish economic dream   

Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p163/4 



Ostrich Non-management 

Disturbing tendency to bury nation's collective 

head in sand and not face up to enormity of 

problems clearly evolving in economy 

Most pronounce amongst government and policy-

makers who took too long to realise extent of 

problems 

By time they did, it was too late and we have 

been running to catch up ever since... 

Since the crisis erupted, public confidence 

extremely low 

Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p164 



Risk (Mis)management 
Sensible investment requires managing risk 

through diversification 

As economy became inordinately dependent on 

construction sector, policies were directed to 

growing that industry 

Recent governments intoxicated by economic and 

financial riches from construction sector 

Foreign Direct Investment, Agrifood, Tourism, 

Alternative/Renewable Energy, Smart 

Economy, R&D, Professional Service Exports 

the future 

Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p150 



Opportunity Lost 

Since the crisis erupted, public confidence 

extremely low 

Strong feeling didn't fully exploit growth generated 

over fifteen years 

Many policy mistakes made 

Lot of money wasted 

 

Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p164 



Crisis Leadership 

1 Leader must give impression of being in control 

2 Leader must convince people there is a plan  

3 Leader must demonstrate that tough decisions 

will be taken to implement the plan 

We may not like the medicine or agree with the 

plan, but at least strong decisive leadership 

would inspire confidence 

Such leadership has been sadly lacking in Ireland 

and no plan evident; Policy seems to be made 

up on the hoof; Sacrificed quality for quantity 
Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p164 



Quality of Life 
Sacrificed quality for quantity over last decade 

Quality needs to become the byword – of life and 

economic growth 

Growth mustn't be wasted again 

Used to improve quality of life of population at 

large, not just the few 

Economic welfare more important than economic 

growth 

A society more important than an economy  

But economic growth needed to generate 

economic welfare and support society 
Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p166 



Society 

Demise of Celtic Tiger might bring us back to 

earth 

Realise registration plate of cars, addresses and 

foreign holiday destinations do not define us as 

a people 

Keynes in 1930 thought richer societies would 

become more leisured ones 

Yet discovered people will work harder to afford 

things they think will make them happy, but 

don't  
Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p166 



Status in Society or Rat Race? 

Aspiring to higher status in society 

Forces people to run faster to keep up 

In the end everybody loses out 

People have less leisure and pleasure in their 

lives 

Must now go back to first principles 

Start to appreciate the finer – and more simpler – 

things in life  
Jim Power Economist Picking up the Pieces 2009 p166 



Evidence? 

Have you seen any evidence of: 

 

 Vision? 

 Leadership? 

 Integrity? 

 Communication? 







Go Raibh Maith Agat  
Like the Oscars, before the music starts, thank you to: 

David Duffy ESRI Economic and Social Research Institute 

Ciara – PA to CEO IDA IRELAND Industrial Development 

Authority 

Aoife – IBEC Business and Employers Confederation 

Karl Whelan - Prof Economics Univ College Dublin 

Susan Clarke – Long suffering wife of an idealist cataloguing 

Ireland's loss of integrity, leadership, values & sovereignty 

George & Stephen – EBEN Ireland co-Directors 

Mary Robinson & Mary McAleese – Courageous leadership 

Ireland's new leaders – primacy of national interest, stronger  

leadership, greater integrity, better communication – 

promising start;  more required allied to courage and vision 


